Book Club in a Bag
The Immortalists
by Chloe Benjamin
1. The Immortalists explores the degree to which we shape our own destinies.
Do you believe that the siblings’ fate was preordained? Why or why not?
2. The novel takes place in very different settings:1960s New York City, the San
Francisco dance scene, and glitzy Las Vegas hotels. In what ways do these
locations affect the characters? Why do you think all four of the siblings moved
away from New York City?
3. The Immortalists is narrated by the four siblings in separate sections. What
was your reading experience when you switched sections? Did you identify
more closely with certain siblings?
4. The power of belief, whether it be magic, religious faith, or storytelling, is an
important theme in the novel. How does belief affect each of the siblings?
What is different or similar about the stories they tell themselves?
5. At its heart, The Immortalists is a family love story, exploring both past and
future generations of the Gold family. In what ways does family history shape
us? What kind of legacies do the four siblings leave behind?
6. How do magic and reality blur in the novel? Were there any particular
moments that seemed to defy logic? Why are certain characters drawn to
magic and the unknowable more than others?
7. Discuss the siblings’ significant others: Raj, Mira, and Robert. How are their
lives affected by the prophecy? How do romantic and familial relationships
interact and contrast in The Immortalists?
8. At the end of the novel, Gertie tells Varya about the beauty and freedom in
uncertainty, questioning why her children believed the fortune teller. Did you
believe the fortune teller? What gives the fortune teller her power? What
freedoms does uncertainty bring?
9. Would you want to find out the date of your death? How would you live your
life differently if you had this information?
The above questions were taken from https://www.litlovers.com/readingguides/fiction/11183-immortalists-benjamin?start=3
to enhance your discussion of the book.
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Book Club in a Bag Terms of Use
Simplify your book club selection with Book Club in a Bag! These kits contain 12
copies of book-club-worthy titles, from biography to historical suspense, along with a
discussion guide.
Visit our website at www.clarington-library.on.ca/bookclubinabag to see a list of
available titles, view the availability calendar and fill in a Book Club in a Bag Request
Form.
Booking a Kit
•
•
•
•

Booking may be made up to a year in advance
Please check the calendar accessible on our website for availability
Fill out the form with your information, and a staff member will be in touch to confirm
your booking.
Pick up your hold at the circulation desk. Your notification may come in a few days
early, but it will remain available until your specified pick up date.

Terms of Loan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11 copies, one (1) large print, and one (1) audiobook are included in this kit.
6 week loan period.
$3.00 per day late fee.
No renewals.
Kit may be picked up at or returned to any branch.
Kit must be returned at the desk during operating hours, not through an exterior
drop box.
All 13 items are checked out to one member’s card.
The member who borrowed the kit is responsible for:
o The distribution and return of all 13 items to his or her group members;
and
o Any damages to the books/bag, or lost items. The cost of a damaged or
lost book varies depending on the item.

